
 

 

Damaged steel transmission line in Baybay, 

which affected about 24,000 people for more 

than 10 days. 

Making Water Systems Climate Resilient:  

Lessons from Typhoon Yolanda 

Yolanda-affected water service 

providers in Leyte Province share 

lessons learned and 

recommendations on how to 

prepare for future hydrological 

disasters. 
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CASE STUDY 

 

On November 8, 2013, Typhoon Yolanda (Haiyan) struck the eastern, central 

and western Visayas, as well as the northern part of Palawan in the Philippines. 

It killed 6,300 people and affected 16 million more. The typhoon caused 

extensive damage to water systems, schools, hospitals, health facilities and 

other infrastructure. In Leyte Province, damage to water systems left thousands 

of people with no access to clean water. 
 

Below are the lessons learned from assessments and interviews conducted by 

USAID’s Be Secure Project. It includes recommendations on how water 

systems can be made more resilient to disasters and climate change. 
 

Post Typhoon Scenario and Recommendations 
 

Water Source 

Floods polluted surface water and washed silt from the uplands into dam 

reservoirs. Debris and leaves accumulated in the reservoirs, which worsened 

water contamination. Retaining walls for streams broke and were washed out 

by strong water flows. Intake or collection boxes (spring boxes) through which 

water from natural sources enter the local water supply system were damaged 

by landslides and uprooted trees. 
 

Resilient solutions:  

 Plant native tree species with deep roots to hold soil and water, which prevents 

flooding and erosion. 

 Provide drainage systems to control water source flooding, i.e., build levees or 

embankments to divert flash floods. 

 Strengthen retaining walls to withstand very strong stream flows. 

 Elevate or install protective structures for intake (spring) boxes. 

 Provide back-up power supply and alternative water sources. 

 Upgrade critical infrastructure using climate-resilient designs. 

 

Transmission and Distribution 

Damaged pipes submerged in flood water caused E. coli contamination. 

Transmission pipes from the river source to treatment plants were damaged 

and lines that crossed rivers broke. Pumps could not operate due to power 

outages and lack of generator sets. Water meters were damaged and water 

looting (cutting pipes to access water) after the storm was also rampant. 
 

Resilient solutions: 

 Protect transmission pipes by elevating or burying/encasing transmission lines at 

river crossings. 

 Replace old pipes as these may leak and cause contamination. 

 Upgrade critical infrastructure with storm-resistant designs. 

 Keep extra pipes on standby in critical areas if a storm is expected. 

 Make infrastructure more resilient to floods.  

 Harvest and store rainwater. 

The USAID Water Security for Resilient 

Economic Growth and Stability  

(Be Secure) Project is working in Leyte 

Province to increase access to sustainable 

water supply and wastewater treatment 

services and strengthen resiliency to climate 

change impacts. Activities also focus on the 

recovery and rehabilitation of damaged 

water systems in the province. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Intake (spring) box damaged by uprooted 

trees. 
 

 

Improvized pipeline repair using reserve pipes. 

 

Treatment 

Manual chlorine dosing had to be done as chlorinators could not run due to power 

outages and lack of generators. Chlorine granules lasted for only a few days. 
 

Resilient solutions: 

 Procure and stock more hypochlorite stocks or chlorine granules as well as emergency 

treatment (Pur, Aqua-tabs, etc.) a few days before a typhoon makes landfall to avoid 

supply shortages. 

 Build a monitoring laboratory so that water quality can immediately be assessed after 

the typhoon without needing to go to private water laboratories in the city for testing.  

 Have mobile treatment plants on standby for immediate deployment. 

 Upgrade critical infrastructure using climate-resilient designs.  

 

Fuel Supply, Communication and Mobility 

Reserve fuel was very limited. Telecommunication signals were cut and no radio sets 

were available. Vehicles and roads were damaged (even motorcycles could not pass) 

so staff had to cross non-passable roads to relay information to the command center. 

 

Resilient solutions: 

 Prepare and maintain generator sets and protect generators from flooding or other 

storm impacts. 

 Incorporate back-up power for critical components of the water system. 

 Bury and protect electric lines. 

 Provide radio communication sets with batteries to staff.  

 Ensure there is sufficient fuel to run vehicles and generator sets. 

 Implement routine maintenance plan. 
 

Overall Operations 

Cash was not readily available. Banks were either far away or not operational. Funds 

necessary to cover operational expenses (such as salaries) had to come from 

personal sources so that clearing and repairs could continue. The water district had 

to absorb losses because collection of fees stopped and typhoon victims could not 

pay water bills.  
 

Resilient solutions: 

 Prepare contingency funds with ATM access.  

 Prepare a corporate disaster action plan that includes identification of critical facilities, 

evacuation and communication plan. 

 Relocate records to a safe place, and back-up computer data. 

 Develop a disaster contingency fund. 

 

Assistance Needed from Local and National Government  

The government should provide emergency supplies to water service providers such 

as fuel, equipment for clearing and repairs (i.e., chainsaws, submersible pumps and 

backhoes) immediately after disasters to help restore operations. Financial assistance 

should also be released as fast as possible following discussions on how to provide 

required documentation that was lost due to the disaster. The government should 

support the improvement and expansion of water systems, such as installing a small 

hydropower or solar plant to generate electricity and run pumps and chlorinators; 

sourcing of additional water sources; and installing a deep well in lowland areas to 

augment surface water supply. 

Good Practices  

Despite the losses, there were 

several good practices that water 

service providers implemented to 

prepare for the disaster. 

 

 Disaster risk reduction programs 

developed and response teams were  

formed. 

 Billing, collection documents and 

software were secured. 

 Local people were trained and 

assigned to relay stations a day 

before the typhoon.  

 Necessary equipment for dam 

monitoring and early warning were 

available in relay stations. 

 Standby materials and equipment 

were available (i.e., pipes, fittings, 

valves, welding machines, chainsaws). 

 Relief and emergency kits were 

distributed to personnel. 

 Standby water containers were 

prepared and provided as an interim 

measure when operations stopped. 

 Tapping stations with faucets were 

made available when the main water 

line was closed for repair. 
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